
Technical conditions for mounting series SETAFORD-
LED, MULTISETAFORD-LED

Mounting instruction:
1. Loosen the screws of frame and the frame remove from luminaire.
2. Loosen the screws of reflector.
3. Remove the reflector from luminaire carefully and disconnect connector between reflector and luminaire.
4. Lead supply cable through cable gland.
5. Fix the luminaire into mounting hole.
6. Connect supply cable to free part of feeding terminal block as followed :

SETAFORD-LED MULTISETAFORD-LED
on connector L - phase conductor on connector L1 - conductor of charging phase
on connector N - neutral conductor on connector L2 - conductor of switching phase
on connector T - protecting conductor on connector N - neutral conductor

on connector T - protecting conductor

Attend to correct strippning  (8 – 9 mm) and connection on terminals.
To each pole of terminal block can be connected two conductors in cut 0,5 – 2,5 mm2.

7. Put the reflector back into the luminaire, connect connector and tight the screws with tighten moment
0,5Nm.

8. Insert the frame with optical cover on luminaire and tight the screws.

Instruction to test of emergency mode:
For correct operation it is necessary to observe enclosed instruction about testing of emergency fixtures. Switch the 
luminaire off the mains voltage. The lighting source in emergency mode must light. The green LED on the reflector 
switch off. Should the emergency LED module be extinguished within the test period though the battery is fully 
charged, the latter will have to be replaced by a new battery set.
Warning: The full battery capacity will be available after approximately three charging/discharging cycles.

Warning for mounting series SETAFOR-LED, MULTISETAFORD-LED
When installing lighting fixture, observe the ESD safety using appropriate tools!
The fixtures can be installed by authorised persons only according to valid regulations.
Producer is included in recycling system provided by EKO-KOM company (EK-F06070058)
Producer does not take the responsibility for eventual damage in case of mounting instruction default!

Maintainance :
Construction of the lighting fixtures does not need any special maintainance. Clean polluted housing by tepid water 
with added detergent.

Dimensions of mounting holes:
Dimension luminaire Dimension of mounting hole

650 x 237 x 88mm 605x200mm
950 x 237 x 88mm 905x200mm
1250 x 237 x 88mm 1205x200mm


